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Introduction
Windows versions of the MODLER Statistical Information and Modeling System are the
latest generation of a software package that has its origins in the mainframe era. As has
been true of all versions of this software since 1970, these are designed to be
evolutionary, incorporating time-tested algorithms but fully adapted to the most modern
protocols.
Increasingly, facilities have been incorporated into the software that permit MODLER to
operate effectively in the wider context of the Internet, as well as on standalone
microcomputers and those connected to local networks. Current versions of the software
are designed specifically to work with Microsoft Windows 3.x, Windows 9.x, Windows
NT, Windows 2000 and Windows XP, but at the same time to be as backwardly
compatible as possible. The MODLER for Windows user interface obeys the standard
Windows conventions and in addition incorporates facilities that readily permit the handin-glove use of the software with Internet browsers, such as Internet Explorer and
Netscape. Using MODLER, you can thus link directly to websites and, in particular,
easily download datasets that can be imported immediately. The www.modler.com
website is a ready resource and MODLER itself supports a variety of data transfer
protocols. Moreover, links can be made between the program and online data vendors
that allow essentially continuous data bank updating. On a monthly, quarterly, or annual
schedule, data vendors such as Haver Analytics also regularly distribute MODLER data
banks on diskette and CDRom.
The purpose of this particular guide is to provide information about the process of
importing data from Excel worksheets. To this end a variety of detailed examples are
considered, ranging from the simplest case to rather involved data import exercises.
Often people will talk as if an Excel worksheet is a single, rather well defined data
format. In fact, one of the most powerful aspects of Excel and other spreadsheet
programs is that they are very flexible in what they can do and how that can be done.
Unfortunately, for those who obtain data from Excel worksheets, one of the implications
of this power is that there is a virtual infinity of data formats. From the point of view of
a person receiving data, the easiest way to transfer data is using a single, rather rigidly
defined data transfer format. This lack of flexibility also implies the lack of a need to
change settings, which in this context can result in fast and efficient operation. As the
data transfer format used becomes progressively more and more flexible and offers a
myriad of options, using it as a transfer mechanism becomes more and more complicated.
The purpose of this guide is to cut through some of that complexity.
However, please note that in the interest of simplicity, this Data Import Guide limits
itself to explaining the specific aspects of importing data from Excel worksheets into
MODLER. There are a number of ancillary topics that could be addressed and are
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important, including such topics as importing data into Excel or reconfiguring the data
format of an Excel worksheet. There are a number of books available that discuss such
topics in detail, ranging from the well-known Idiots Guide to… series of books to the
much more technical Microsoft Office … Secrets series. You may need to consult these
as well as this MODLER import guide.
Before you begin using the present import guide, you should already have worked with
MODLER. Ideally, you should have worked through the first four chapters of the
MODLER User Guide, which among other things will have acquainted you with the
essential characteristics of the program, including issues associated with the creation and
updating of the Memory File and MODLER Data Banks. In order to understand fully
the information in this import guide, you will need to understand how to document data
series, as well as generally update data banks and the Memory File. This import guide
presumes a reasonably high level of familiarity with MODLER and its conventions, and
focuses quite specifically upon issues directly associated with the use of Excel as an
import data source. For example, if you follow the directions exactly, you will see that
all data imports are loaded into the Memory File, essentially under the presumption that
this is a learning exercise. To import the data into a data bank, you must open a bank for
update.
The files that are referred to in this document can be found at www.modler.com as
downloadable Examples, numbered Example 1 through 5, corresponding to Chapters 1
through 5 in this guide. If you wish to work through the examples described in this
guide, then you should download the Example worksheet files (those with an XLS extent)
to the directory (folder) that you have specified as your worksheet directory in the
MODLER directory settings. The Alias files (those with an ALS extent) should be
placed in the directory you have designated as your Macro File directory, inasmuch as
these files are a form of macro and are often used with MOLDER macro files (those with
a MAC extent).
Of course, you will also need to have previously configured MODLER so that it can
launch Excel and operate in conjunction with it. The MODLER Getting Started Guide is
the best source of information about configuring the program so that it is able to launch
Excel and a variety of other programs, including your Internet browser, and also to
download files from websites.
If you have any problems using MODLER’s import from spreadsheet facility or
suggestions as to how to improve its generality and usability, please let us know.
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Chapter 1
One Row of Observations Per Series
Preliminaries
This example of the process of importing spreadsheet data uses both Excel and the
Multi-series version of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form. The example involves the
import of multiple series from a spreadsheet when data are organized so that there is a
single row of observations for each series. Or to put this another way, the data are in the
form of a table such that each of the rows are individual data series and the columns are
the observations on those series, starting at a uniform initial date and ending at a later
date, covering the date range 1987-2001.
The type of data file that is used in this example is typical of many Excel data files
you are likely to receive from a variety of sources. If you view the relevant worksheet,
USPCE.XLS, a portion of which is shown in Figure 1, you will see that it contains Series
descriptions in the first column of the worksheet, followed by two columns that we can
ignore for present purposes. The Fourth column (column D) contains the observations for
1987 and successive columns the observations for following years until 2001. Note in
particular that the data columns are columns 4 to 17. The pertinent data begin in row 5 of
the worksheet. You will of course be able to view the entire file on your own machine.

Figure 1. Excel Worksheet. First Example
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Files Needed
In order to work through this example, you will need to have the following Two files
on your computer:
•

USPCE.XLS - Excel Worksheet Containing US Personal Consumption Data for
1987-2001. This worksheet was created from a US Commerce Department
Bureau of Economic Analysis CSV file downloaded 6 May 2002

•

PCEBYP.ALS - Mnemonic Alias File

You must also be using MODLER version 10.4, Build 77 or later for the following
description to be fully applicable. Note also—particularly if you have downloaded the
zipped file containing this example—that included with these files may be an additional
file or files named README.TXT or README.PDF; these two files essentially
contain, in plain text or Adobe PDF format, an earlier version of the text that you are now
reading.

Background: Excel as a Data Organizing Environment
For the purposes of this example, the data are provided as an Excel worksheet, as just
indicated. However, in many cases you might receive a data file in some ASCII format,
simply as a text file. If this is the case, one way to proceed is to convert the original file
to a worksheet file and then to import the data from that worksheet. In fact, as mentioned
above, the worksheet displayed in Figure 1 was originally obtained as a text file:
USPCE.XLS was created by loading into Excel a standard Comma Separated Variables
(CSV) file obtained from the US Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic
Analysis website, a file similar to that shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. CSV File Displayed in Wordpad
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Note that this CSV file contains text in quotes and that when there are two or more
fields per line of text, commas are used to separate these fields, hence the name comma
separated variables (CSV).
Using Excel, it is generally easy to make the initial
conversion: when you open a CSV file in Excel, if you load it into a blank worksheet,
Excel will normally more or less automatically create a worksheet file with all the data in
separate columns. What you need to be careful to insure is that after conversion
everything is located in the appropriate row and column. A potential problem is that
sometimes, especially when there are series descriptions containing blank fields, Excel
shifts columns for specific rows, so that the observations no longer line up properly by
date of observation.
If you begin by starting Excel and then simply open a CSV file (using Excel’s File |
Open command and choosing Textfile as the type of file), you should see a display
similar to that shown in Figure 3. Here the CSV file displayed in Figure 2 has been
converted. Note that Excel has located both the text and observations in particular
columns, row by row. This display is, if anything, easier to read than the original CSV
file shown in Figure 2. However, the critical element in this automated conversion is the
consistency of the field structure of this particular CSV file; here everything is lined up.

Figure 3. CSV File Loaded into Excel

Setting Up to Import Data in MODLER
For the purposes of the import example considered in this Chapter, we will begin
with a given XLS file, USPCE.XLS. It is actually immaterial to the process of importing
from an Excel worksheet whether this XLS file is what you started with, or if you have
created it from an earlier file in some other format. The only reason to have mentioned
the CSV to XLS conversion is simply to tip you off to the fact that such conversions are
possible—and also to warn you that a badly converted CSV file can later cause you
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considerable problems if certain observations are located in the “wrong” columns and are
then imported for the wrong dates.
Look again at Figure 1. You will see that, although the data in each of the rows are
described by a line of text (which you can read in full by widening the column the
description is in), there is no MODLER-compatible name for each series. Series names
are a feature of MODLER, used to retrieve series and also as variable names in
mathematical expressions and other commands. Such series names, or mnemonics, must
begin with a alphabetical letter, normally contain only letters, numbers, and underscores,
and should range in length from a single character to 12 characters. Series names must
be unique within a given data bank or Memory File.
Because the XLS file does not contain series mnemonics, the purpose of the second
file mentioned above, PCEBYP.ALS, is to name each of the series as they are imported
into MODLER. This file is called an Alias file and in other contexts such a file can be
used not only to name a series by linking individual mnemonics to (in this case) rows of
observations, but also to rename series. One of the reasons Alias files are created as
separate files is so that you can use them repeatedly over time as new data sets are
imported containing new or revised observations.
The Alias file, PCEBYP.ALS, was created in WordPad and simply consists of a
column of mnemonics. Inasmuch as the first data row of the worksheet shown in Figure
1 is the fifth row from the top, note that these mnemonics are intended to correspond to
the items in rows 5 to 25, and in particular that these rows are contiguous. It is easiest to
deal with contiguous rows. When you are attempting to import into MODLER
spreadsheet data that are configured in Excel as sets of noncontiguous rows, it is best to
import the data in 2 or more batches, as we will learn, with each Alias file containing the
mnemonics for a particular set of contiguous data rows.
A general characteristic of the import process that you should note, in particular, as
we work through the present example, is that the process involves two steps: first setting
up for a particular import of data, and then executing the import. The import itself can
be made row by row, if you wish, or it can be made having chosen a group of rows. So
long as the group of rows (each of which corresponds to a set of observations on a
particular series) consists of contiguous rows, it makes sense to import the data series in a
single group or batch. However, if and when a worksheet presents the data in the form of
two or more distinct batches of data, then it makes sense to import in separate batches.
What constitutes a “batch” in this context is essentially a matter of consistent pattern.
Pattern can be broken by a row of dates, a blank line, or a change in the specific row
format of the data series—anything that disrupts the consistency of the observation
format. In order to import data successfully, you should always carefully consider the
structure of the worksheet from which you are importing. Be careful not to fall into the
trap of assuming that all worksheets are the same and that somehow MODLER will
figure out how to handle each. The computer may be fast, but it is simply a machine,
lacking judgment, and will do only what you specify, intentionally or unintentionally.
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Making the Data Import
Now that we have considered the two files that we will be using, USPCE.XLS and
PCEBYP.ALS, we are ready to import data. In order to execute this example, do the
following: first, start MODLER. Then set global dates to 1947 through 2002 and
frequency to annual, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Setting Date Range and Frequency

Then click on the menu item Data and then Import Data From Spreadsheet, as shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Importing Data from a Worksheet: the First Step
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The form entitled Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility - Multi-Series, should then
appear, as shown in Figure 6; this form when you first see it will be superimposed on the
MODLER screen, but it is shown here on its own in order to display it in greater detail.

Figure 6. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

As you look at this form, note the first text box (presently containing
C:\USMODS\*.XLS). The worksheet file name, including the full path specification,
goes here; you can use the Browse button to assist in selecting this filename. The second
text box, as indicated, is used if the worksheet file is password protected, but password
protection is unusual, so that normally this textbox is left blank. Just below, the
framespace labeled Worksheet Specifications is used to specify the worksheet cells,
containing the series observations, and to provide other pertinent information about the
characteristics of the worksheet and the data to be imported. The framespace labeled
Destination Specifications is used to set the date range within which the imported data are
to be stored in MODLER and also points to other information related to the
characteristics and placement of the data once imported. The Dates Freq button within
this framespace is used to set the import data frequency and the global date range. The
Copy Observations button is used to instigate the data import, once the worksheet and
other import characteristics have been specified.
The Help button provides context
specific help.
At this point, you can actually do one of two things. The first is to click the button
marked EXCEL, having before that blanked the text in the textbox at the top entitled
Worksheet. If you click the EXCEL button without blanking this textbox, an error
message will appear; in this happens, simply click OK and then blank the textbox. At this
point, Excel’s opening screen should appear, possibly with a slight pause as it loads.
You should then be looking at both a blank Excel worksheet and the data retrieval form
shown in Figure 7; the data retrieval form should be "floating" on top the blank Excel
worksheet, as shown. Next open the XLS file USPCE.XLS. What this process
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demonstrates as much as anything else is that Excel and MODLER can be used
independently, even when they are linked together.
Alternatively, and this is perhaps the better option, without pressing the EXCEL
button you can specify in the Worksheet textbox the directory (folder) and name of the
XLS file. Then press the EXCEL button. If you take this approach, when Excel appears
so will the worksheet, exactly as illustrated in Figure 7. As indicated, this is probably the
better approach in general, as it gives you more control from within MODLER of the
import process. If you do not know where the XLS file is, you can of course use the
Browse button to find it, as indicated earlier.

Figure 7. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form and Excel Worksheet

Next, go to the Worksheets Specifications framespace. There, click the box entitled
Alias File and then deselect the box entitled Mnemonics Included. These x-boxes refer
to related but separate things. You need to deselect the mnemonics included box because
there are no mnemonics in any cells of the worksheet. You need to select the Alias file
box because we are going to provide mnemonics using an alias file (PCEBYP.ALS).
The result of selecting the Alias file box should be that the Spreadsheet Data
Retrieval form changes, so as to look like the one illustrated in Figure 8. Essentially, at
the bottom of the form, an additional textbox has appeared, labeled Alias Filename. The
View Alias File button to the right of it can be used to display the Alias file, once it has
been specified by name, including both the filename and its path specification.
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Figure 8. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, when Alias File is used

If you do not know where the Alias File is on your hard disk, in order to find it, click
on the textbox to the right of the words Alias Filename and then press the Browse
button. Clicking on the textbox first is critically important, as it tells the program what
type of file you are going to be browsing for, among other things. Once you have selected
the file (PCEBYP.ALS), you can view it by pressing the button labeled View Alias File.
If you view it, you will see that it consists of a column of mnemonics. For further
information about Alias files and related issues, press the Help button on the spreadsheet
data retrieval form.
Next, fill in the First Cell and Last Cell textboxes. In the first of these put the
characters R5C4 (5th row, 4th column) and the second R25C17 (which corresponds to
the last element of the 25th row; located in column Q of the worksheet). Note that
everything with have done so far relates to the Worksheet Specifications framespace,
which as its name implies refers to the characteristics of the Excel worksheet that we are
using.
Turning attention to the Destination Specifications, which refer to the specific
location of the imported data, once loaded into MODLER, you now need to do two things
in particular. First, set the initial and last date for the data you are about to import—you
will see from the worksheet itself that the appropriate first date is 1987; note that the first
row of the worksheet specifies the date range. The import date range is set using the
textboxes labeled Initial Date and Last Date in the Destinations Specifications section of
the Spreadsheet data retrieval form. Of these two, the first date is critical, as it determines
the relative date location of the data in MODLER. The second is almost redundant, since
the worksheet specifications (as described in the next paragraph) actually determine the
number of observations per series that will be imported, but it still worth setting the dates
properly, if only to keep you focused on what you expect to happen. You also may need
to set the frequency to Annual, if you have not done this before. Note the Dates-Freq
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button, which allows you to set or reset the frequency and dates. These settings complete
the pre-import set up.
Now, press the button marked Copy Observations. Exactly what will happen next
will depend upon your previous specification of a data destination, either a data bank or
the Memory File. The default destination is of course the Memory File. If you are using
the Memory File to locate the data series, you may next see a form entitled Memory File
Details; if so, click its OK button. Once you have pressed this button, if necessary, you
should see a progress bar and then within a few seconds (maybe 15 at most), you should
see an icon appear just to the left of the OK button, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, Including Spoolfile Icon

If you click on this icon you should see immediately the contents of the generated
file SSIMPORT.SPL, which is the import spreadsheet spoolfile: it provides series-byseries details about the import operation. A similar icon will also appear on the icon bar
of the Central Control screen, indicating that you will be able to look at this spoolfile
later, if you wish. But be warned that the spoolfile's contents always reflect the last set of
data imported from a spreadsheet. You will need to save this file between imports if you
wish to save its contents permanently. If you left the Worksheet Filename textbox blank,
you should also now see a worksheet filename in this textbox with the full path-specified
name of the XLS file.
Finally, if you click the OK button of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form, Excel
should disappear and you should be back in MODLER but with either a Memory File or a
data bank that contains series observations imported from the Excel file USPCE.XLS.
Note, however, that because you can perform a number of operations, by setting and
resetting the various options, then pressing the Copy Observations button each time, the
OK button in this context simply returns you to the main MODLER screen.
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Alternatively, if you partially change a setting and then decide that you wish to abort, you
should use the Cancel button; in this event, pressing the OK button will have the same
effect as pressing the Copy Observations button, possibly creating an error condition.

Other Options
The information provided in this final section of this chapter is provided simply for
completeness. It is purely supplemental to the example that we have just considered.
Nevertheless, as you worked through the example just considered, you may have noticed
an x-box on the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, entitled "Display Other Options." If
you select this, you will see a further set of options that are explained in more detail in
Chapter 3, being more relevant there.

However, briefly, the option under “Filters,” "Divide Observations by.." allows you
to establish a divisor (say 1000) that will scale the imported data during importation. For
example, in the case of USPCE.XLS, you may prefer to state the observations in Billions
of Dollars, rather than the Millions of dollars they are stated in by BEA. The default
value is 1, as shown.
The "Global Settings," just below the Divide Obserservations option, in turn refer to
the documentation for the series imported, but these settings are relevant only when series
are newly created. Existing series to which you add observations (or revise the existing
observations of) will not be affected by any documentation settings. This long-standing
MODLER convention prevents you from inadvertently making documentation changes.
However, when you introduce a new series, (using Series Description in..) you can
state the column from which the series description should be copied (for instance, in the
present example, you may wish to use the description in column 1 of the worksheet row).
This should be stated as Cx, where x is the column number, when (as now) the data are
ROW oriented. When the observations are COLUMN oriented, it should be stated as Rx,
where x is the number of the row in which the data are be found. If you omit the C or R
(as appropriate) an error message will appear; more advance uses of the spreadsheet
import facility make it ambiguous whether a column or a row contains such
documentation.
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Similarly, if you provide a SOURCE Code and/or a UNITS Code in the appropriate
textboxes, this information will be applied to each newly created series. The Source code
can consist of as many as 8 characters. The units code can consist of as many as 4
characters. The FTC and DIS codes in turn determine how the series will be transformed
whenever automatic frequency transformations are made once you subsequently begin to
use the data you are presently importing.
Obviously, you can always set the source and units code, and even scale the
imported data. However, the degree to which you can document a series being created
using imported data will depend upon the degree to which documentation appears in the
worksheet file. Later chapters of this guide will provide examples of situations in which
descriptive documentation can be included as a by product of importing data.
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Chapter 2
Capturing Observations on a Single Series
Preliminaries
This example demonstrates the use of the MODLER Single Series Spreadsheet Data
Retrieval Facility, which is accessed from the POP Direct Keyboard Data Input Form. In
order to work through it, you will need to have on your machine:
•

USIP85.XLS - Excel Worksheet Containing US Industrial Production Index
Data 1947-1985. This worksheet was created from an US Federal Reserve Board
of Governors ASCII file downloaded May 2002

You must also be using MODLER version 10.4, Build 77 or later for the following
description to be fully applicable. Note also—particularly if you have downloaded the
zipped file containing this example—that included in this zipped file may be, in addition,
a file named README.TXT or README.PDF; these files essentially contain, in plain
text or Adobe PDF format, an earlier version of the text that you are now reading.

Characteristics of the XLS File
The Excel file USIP85.XLS, a small portion of which is shown in Figure 10, was
created from the historical Industrial Production Index space-delimited ASCII files
(IP6ahist, IP6bhist, IP6chist, and IP6dhist) that are found on the US Federal Reserve
Board of Governors website (www.federalreserve.gov). When you open this type of
ASCII file in Excel, if you load it into a blank worksheet, usually Excel will
automatically create a worksheet file with all the data in appropriate columns. However,
whenever there are series descriptions containing blanks, you need to be careful to make
sure that Excel puts things in their proper column.
A few such caveats need to be considered, but in general the process is
straightforward and this set of files was chosen to be representative of data files obtained
from governmental data sources. Note, however, that some of the descriptions cross two
or more columns, which is a result of the creator of this XLS file not having taken the
care to tell Excel to honor the quotes enclosing these. Here, this flaw is only a cosmetic
issue, although sometimes the location of document items can be critical to a successful
data import.
As you view USIP85.XLS, you will see that this file contains a minimal amount of
descriptive information. To fully understand its content, you will need to be familiar with
SIC codes and you will need to know in advance that the file contains seasonally adjusted
IP indexes. However, beyond that, note that for each series, the SIC classification is given
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in the first row, the year date is given each succeeding row in the second column, and that
the 3rd through 14th columns of these rows contain monthly observations.
This
configuration of course means that it is necessary to read a group of rows, one after
another, in order to import all the observations on each series in turn, before beginning to
read the observations on the next series.

Figure 10. Multiple Series, Multiple Rows Per Series

In order to gain the full measure of this data file, you will need to view this file,
using Excel, on your computer. The display here is far too limited to give you a good
feel for its characteristics.

Making the Data Import
In this example, notwithstanding that the Excel file itself contains multiple data
series, we are going to limit ourselves simply to retrieving data on one of the series in the
spreadsheet. Inasmuch as we will be able to select a beginning and end row for data
retrieval, we have complete freedom to select any series from this file, and any
contiguous set of observations on that series. In fact, since we can make multiple
retrievals, it would be possible to select even noncontiguous observations, if we wished.
To begin, execute MODLER. Then set your frequency to monthly and the dates
to 194701-200012. Next, choose the menu item Data, then click the first element, Key
in Series, as illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Import Data on a Single Series: the First Step

Having clicked on this element, you should then see a dialog form entitled Key in Data
Series, displayed in Figure 12, which tells you to specify the name of the series to be
updated. At this point, any name is good, but one you might choose is IP10.

Figure 12. Series Specification Form

Once you have entered a series name and then clicked OK, the next thing you should
see is the form shown in Figure 13. At the top of this form are Textboxes that can be
filled in with information about the series, including the original source, the units in
which the observations are measured (Billions of dollars, for example), and a description,
as well as the frequency transformation codes, FTC and Disp. You can if you wish even
change the name at this point. All observations for the series are shown as NA (Not
Available), reflecting that this series has just now been created, and that only tentatively.
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Figure 13. POP Direct Keyboard Data Input Form

Just for experience, you might want to fill in the Source with FRB, units with INDX and
description with "Industrial Production Index, Metal Mining, Total, Seasonally Adjusted"
which industry is SIC 10. The default FTC and Disp codes can be left as is.
Then click the Data Link button at the bottom right of the form. Clicking this
button should cause the form shown in Figure 14 to appear, entitled Spreadsheet Data
Retrieval Facility – Single, although as you can see here the entire title may not at first
appear.

Figure 14. Single Series Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form
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As you look at this form, note the first text box (presently containing
C:\USMODS\*.XLS). The worksheet filename, including the full path specification,
should be inserted here; you can use the Browse button to assist in selecting it. The
second text box, as indicated, is used if the worksheet file is password protected, but
password protection is unusual, so that normally this textbox is left blank. The
framespace labeled Worksheet Specifications is in turn used to specify the worksheet cells
containing the series observations and provide other pertinent information about the
characteristics of the worksheet and the data to be imported. The framespace labeled
Destination Specifications is used to specify the date range within which the imported
data are to be stored in MODLER and to point to other information related to the
characteristics and placement of the data once imported. The Dates Freq button within
this framespace is used to set the import data frequency and the global date range. The
Copy Observations button is used to instigate the data import, once the worksheet and
other import characteristics have been specified.
The Help button provides context
specific help.
Fill in this form as follows: first, using the textbox at the top of the form, specify
your Excel spreadsheet file, which will be named USIP85.XLS, but you may need to
press the Browse button and browse in order to find it on your hard disk. If it is in the
directory you have set as your spreadsheet directory in MODLER, you will need only to
enter the name of the file. Then press the EXCEL button on this form. Excel should
open and you should see the workbook USIP85.XLS; choose the individual sheet named
ip6ahsa. Note in particular that not only can you select whichever workbook you might
wish in advance of executing Excel (which MODLER causes to occur whenever you
press the EXCEL button), but once Excel is launched, you can use all Excel’s facilities,
including selecting the particular worksheet you need.
The Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form should be floating on top the spreadsheet; you
can move it around with your mouse. Occasionally, this form may disappear behind
some other form, particularly if you are using multiple programs simultaneously. If it
should disappear, click on your Windows desktop status bar, on the item entitled
"Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility..." or as much of this title as appears.
Using the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, fill in the dates to read Initial Date
194701 and Last Date 198512. Then put R2C3 into the text box entitled First Cell and
R40C14 into the textbox entitled Last Cell. At this stage the form should look like that
shown below in Figure 15, although it may be located at another position on your
desktop, floating above the Excel worksheet. Where the form is located at any point in
time is functionally irrelevant, provided that you are able to see what you need to see.
Incidentally, note also the Help button, which if pressed will provide you with more
detailed, context relevant help information. The choices R2C3 and R40C14 together tell
MODLER that the data on this series is located in the rectangle bounded by the second
row, third column at the top and left and the 40th row and 14th column at the bottom and
the right. Inasmuch as the orientation (assuming that you did not change it) is Row,
MODLER will know to import the data in this rectangle row by row from the top.
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Figure 15. Spreadsheet Retreival Form Floating on Worksheet

Finally, press the button labeled Copy Observations. You should then see a
progress bar and an hourglass mouse figure. When the hourglass figure resumes its
normal shape, press the OK button. The Spreadsheet Direct Keyboard Data Input form
should reappear. The Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form should simultaneously disappear,
together with the Excel spreadsheet. You should now see the imported data in the
observation table of the Keyboard Data Input Form.

Figure 16. Keyboard Data Input Form After Data Capture
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In order to move the newly created series to your Memory File or a Data Bank, you
will then need to press the OK button on the Keyboard Data Input form. The effect of
pressing this button is shown in Figure 17; note both that in this example the Memory
File is being updated and that you are given the choice of aborting the update operation
even at this stage, if you wish.

Figure 17. After Pressing OK button

Once you have answered Yes or No, the Keyboard Data Input form will disappear
and you will be returned to the original MODLER screen, which usually will have been
hidden during the spreadsheet data capture operation. If you now wish to import data on
the second IP series, you will need to repeat the actions described above, modifying
series names, and descriptions as appropriate, as well as row and column specifications.
Further details about the data and their characteristics can be found on the FRB website
cited earlier.
It should be evident that you can, if you wish, import all the data from the worksheet,
series by series, using the techniques just described.
The next chapter provides an
alternative way to import multiple data series that each involve multiple rows of
observations. That chapter considers the case that the number of rows per series is the
same for all series. In later chapters we will consider the case that the number of rows
per series vary from series to series.
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Chapter 3
Multiple Series Multiple Observation Rows
Preliminaries
This example demonstrates the importation of multiple data series from an Excel
worksheet in the instance that, for each series, there are multiple observation rows per
series. There are two possible cases to consider: one in which each and every series
contains the same number of rows of data, and one in which the number of rows of data
is a variable. This chapter considers the first case. An extreme form of the second case
is considered in the next chapter.
In order to work through the present example, you will need to have on your
computer the following files:
•

IPSA02.XLS - Excel Worksheet Containing US Industrial Production Index
Data for the period 198601-200203, monthly data. This worksheet was created
from a Federal Reserve Board data textfile downloaded May 2002.

•

IPN.ALS - Mnemonic Alias File created May 2002. Only identifies the first 61
series in the Worksheet File.

You must also be using MODLER version 10.4, Build 80 or later for the following
description to be applicable. This version of MODLER became available 21 May 2002.
Note also—particularly if you have downloaded the zipped file containing this
example—that included in this zipped file may be, in addition, a file named
README.TXT or README.PDF; these two files essentially contain, in plain text or
Adobe PDF format, an earlier version of the text that you are now reading.

Characteristics of the XLS and Alias Files
The file IPSA02.XLS was created simply by loading into it a standard textfile
containing Industrial Production index data that is obtained from the US Federal Reserve
Board Of Governors website. When you open such a textfile in Excel, if you load it into a
blank worksheet, Excel will usually automatically create a worksheet file with all the data
in appropriate columns, although you will generally need to identify it as a delimited file
and specify that spaces are to be used as delimiters. Whenever there are series
descriptions containing blanks, even when they are enclosed in quotes, you need to be
careful that Excel puts things in their proper column, but by and large the process is
straightforward and this FRB file was chosen to be representative of data files obtained
from governmental data sources.
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If you look at IPSA02, as displayed in Figure 18, you will see that this file contains
FRB proprietary Codes in the first column of the worksheet, followed in most rows by a
column of dates that we can ignore for present purposes, at least as regards reading these
values into MODLER.
The Third column (column C) of each row contains the
observations for the first month of each year’s data. The 14th column (Column N)
contains December’s data for each year. The years are of course 1986 through 2002,
although the latter contains observations only for the first 3 months.

Figure 18. IPSA02 Worksheet

In order to examine this worksheet properly, you will of course need to display it on
your computer. Note that each data series is contained in a set of 18 rows, and that this
format is the same throughout the spreadsheet file. Rows 2-18 have just been described.
Row 1 is a description of each series, although it contains also a prefixed FRB Code that
for present purposes is actually a bit of a nuisance. In fact, this row can itself be
construed to be a nuisance row, for the most part.
The Alias file (IPN.ALS) was created in WordPad and consists of a column of
mnemonics; it is necessarily a pure text file containing no control characters other than
carriage return-line feed characters. Note that the mnemonics are intended to correspond
to the items in rows 1 to 1098, and in particular that these rows are contiguous. As
mentioned before, it is easiest to deal with contiguous rows. Whenever you are
attempting to import spreadsheet data configured as distinct sets of noncontiguous rows,
it is best to import the data in 2 or more batches, with each alias file containing the
mnemonics for a particular set of contiguous data rows.
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Making the Data Import
In order to execute this example, do the following. First, start MODLER, and then
set the observation frequency to Monthly and the global dates to 194701-200212, as
shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Setting Dates and Frequency

Then click on the menu item Data and then Import Data From Spreadsheet, as
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Selecting Spreadsheet Data Import
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Once you have clicked, you should then immediately see the form entitled
Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility - Multi-Series, as shown in Figure 21; this form
when you first see it will be superimposed on the MODLER screen, but it is shown here
on its own in order to display it in greater detail.

Figure 21. Multiple Series Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

As you Look at this form, note the first text box (presently containing
C:\USMODS\*.XLS). The worksheet file name, including the full path specification,
should be inserted here; you can use the Browse button to assist in selecting it. The
second text box, as indicated, is used if the worksheet file is password protected, but
password protection is unusual, so that normally this textbox is left blank. The
framespace labeled Worksheet Specifications is used to specify the worksheet cells
containing the series observations and provide other pertinent information about the
characteristics of the worksheet and the data to be imported. The framespace labeled
Destination Specifications is used to set the date range within which the imported data are
to be stored in MODLER, as well as provide other information related to the
characteristics and placement of the data once imported. The Dates Freq button within
this framespace is used to set the import data frequency and the global date range. The
Copy Observations button is used to instigate the data import, once the worksheet and
other import characteristics have been specified.
The Help button provides context
specific help.
At this point, you can do one of two things. The first is to click the button marked
EXCEL, having before that blanked the text in the textbox at the top entitled Worksheet.
If you click the EXCEL button without blanking this textbox, an error message will
appear; in this case, simply click OK and then blank the textbox. At this point, Excel’s
opening screen should appear, possibly with a slight pause as it loads. You should then
be looking at both a blank Excel worksheet and the data retrieval form shown in Figure
22; the data retrieval form should be "floating" on top the blank Excel worksheet. Next
open the XLS file USPCE.XLS. What this demonstrates as much as anything else is that
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Excel and MODLER can be used independently, even when they are linked by the data
transfer process.
Alternatively, you can enter the filename USPCE.XLS and its path specification into
the textbox, then press the EXECL button. Figure 22 illustrates the result.

Figure 22. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form and Worksheet

At this point, you have a number of options. DO NOT press the Copy Observations
button, nor the OK button, but otherwise the order in which you do things is generally up
to you. What might be best is to begin by pressing the small button marked Dates Freq,
which will permit you to set the frequency and the dates, to Monthly and 198601 to
200203 respectively. Then, in the Worksheet Specifications section, fill in the First Cell
with R1C3 and the Last Cell with R1098C14. R1 refers to the first row of the
spreadsheet file and R1098 row number 1098. C3 refers to the third column and C14 the
14th column. Note that by doing this, you will have specified a data rectangle containing
all the observations on 61 series, as well as 61 rows containing blank columns.
Leave the orientation set as Row and note the textbox just below, entitled Rows Per
Series. As shown, it contains the value 1. Change this value to 18, and when you press
enter, you will see that 2 new textboxes appear, the first of which contains the value 18
and the second 0. Put 1 into the second, and the first will change to 17. The effect will
be to specify that the observations on each series consists of a set of 18 rows, 17 of which
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contain observations, and 1 of which is an “Extra” row.
“Extra” row in detail.

Later, we will consider the

Next, remove the x from the box entitled Mnemonics Included. There are no series
mnemonics in the spreadsheet file; removing the x from this box indicates this. Now put
an x in the next box, entitled Alias File. As you do this, you should see an extra line
appear at the bottom of the form, as shown in Figure 23, containing a text box for the
name of the Alias file (IPN.ALS); after clicking on this textbox, you can press the
browse button to find the file, if it is not in the directory specified originally. Once its
name appears in the textbox, you can view this file by pressing the button to the right,
labeled View Alias File. If you press this button at this point, you will see that the file
contains a list of series names, as discussed earlier.

Figure 23. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form Including Alias Filename Option

You may also have seen, as you clicked the Alias File x-box and made other
changes, that a new section of the form appears: namely, a framespace entitled Other
Options. This section appears or disappears depending upon whether or not you have xed the box entitled Display Other Options. For the moment, you can safely ignore this
section. It has been referred to in Chapter 1, so if you are following the Examples in
order, you will be familiar with its purpose. As we have seen, the Spreadsheet Data
Retrieval form expands and contracts, depending upon the choices you make. For further
information about Alias files and related issues, press the Help button on the spreadsheet
data retrieval form.
You may also see a reference to the Documentation Tool Chest, which section can
appear automatically, and is actually shown in Figure 24 below. For the moment, it is
best to leave this section completely alone. It has a specialized function, independent of
the actual data import process, that is briefly described later in this chapter, but which is
more appropriately considered in detail in Chapter 5.
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However, if you are feeling adventurous you can, if you wish, fill in the Other
Options section. Ignore the Divide observations by textbox, unless you wish to change
the scale of the Industrial Production index observations. If you wish to capture the text
in row 1 of each series, put the value R1 into the text box entitled Series Descriptions in.
You could in fact put R1C1. If you are able to separate the FRB code from the series
description text, putting the first in column 1 and the second in column 2, then you would
want to identify the location of the text as R1C2; to achieve this separation requires some
knowledge of Excel. Note in any case that the R1 here refers to the row of the series, not
the row of the spreadsheet. Every series has a Row 1 and that row of IPSA02.XLS
contains descriptive text.
You can if you wish put into the Description Prefix textbox “Industrial Production
Index,” including the comma. You might also put FRB into the Source Code text box
and INDX into the Units Code text box. All this information can be automatically used
to document each series as it is read in; but only when the series is first created. For
existing series, this documentation is ignored.
Further information about such
documentation issues can also be found by pressing the Help button.
Now you can press the button marked Copy Observations. If you are using the
Memory File to locate the data series, you may next see a form entitled Memory File
Details; if so, click its OK button, but you might also want to move this form down a few
inches first. Once you have pressed this OK button, if necessary, you should observe that
a progress bar appears, which shows you the progress of the import. Within a few
seconds (maybe 15 at most), this progress bar will complete and you should then see an
icon appear to the left of the Other Options framespace on the main Spreadsheet Data
Retrieval form, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24.

Post Copy Observations Display
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If you click on this icon you should immediately see the contents of the generated
file SSIMPORT.SPL, which is the import spreadsheet spoolfile: it details the import
operation. A similar icon will also appear on the icon bar of the Central Control screen,
indicating that you will be able to look at this spoolfile later, if you wish. But be warned
that the spoolfile's contents always reflect the last set of data imported from a
spreadsheet. You will need to save this file between imports if you wish to preserve its
contents permanently. If you left the Worksheet Filename textbook blank, you should
also now see a worksheet filename in this textbox with the fully path specified name of
the XLS file.
Finally, if you click the OK button of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form, Excel
should disappear and you should be back in MODLER but with either a Memory File or a
data bank that contains series observations from the Excel file IPSA02.XLS. Be careful,
after importing data series, not to change other parts of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval
form and then press the OK button—unless you make these changes consistently.
MODLER is designed to allow you to press the Copy Observations button many
different times, grabbing data from various parts of a spreadsheet and then at the end
press OK to exit. However, if you make changes, unless you are careful, you could
leave the form in an unstable state. So please pay attention. This possible source of
error is also one of the reasons why you are well advised to back up all data banks and
other permanent files before beginning an import session.

Other Options
The Other Options facility was discussed briefly above, and is shown in Figure 25.
The first element of this, "Divide Observations by.." allows you to establish a divisor
(say 1000) which will scale the data imported when necessary. For example, in the case
of US GDP, you may prefer to state the observations in Billions of Dollars, rather than
the Millions of dollars they are stated in by BEA. In the case of the IP observations, this
sort of change may make less sense, given usual conventions, but even here, you can
scale the data if you wish.

Figure 25. Display of the Other Options Framespace
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The "Global Settings" refer to the documentation for the series imported, but is
relevant only when the series are newly created. Existing series in banks that you add
observations to (or revise current observations of) will not be affected by these
documentation settings.
However, when you import a new series, you can state (using the Series Description
in textbox) the row and column from which the series description should be copied. This
row and column must refer to each series’ set of rows, not the worksheet as a whole.
If you provide a SOURCE Code and/or a UNITS Code, this will be applied to each
newly created series. The Source code can consist of as many as 8 characters. The
units code can consist of as many as 4 characters. The FTC and DIS codes in turn
determine how the series will be transformed whenever automatic frequency
transformations are made.
Finally, as will be discussed in more detail in later chapters, a further expansion of
this form displays what is know as the Documentation Tool Chest. Shown in Figure 26,
the purpose of this facility is to permit you to use the worksheet to build a documentation
file as a separate operation from actually importing the data.

Figure 26. Diplay of the Documentation Tool Chest Option
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Chapter 4
Multiple Series Multiple Observation Rows
Preliminaries
This chapter provides an example of how to import data from Excel in the case that
there are multiple and Varying Observation Rows Per Data Series. This is a more
complex example than any considered in the earlier chapters, basically because,
whenever the observation rows vary from one data series to the next, MODLER must be
told how to recognize the beginning and end rows of each individual series observations.
As background, you may find it helpful to have already worked through the case
considered in Chapter 3.
You will need to have on your computer the following files, in order to work through
the example in this chapter,:
•

IPHIST.XLS - Excel Worksheet Containing US Industrial Production Index
Data for the period 191901-198512 and interior years, Monthly Data. This
worksheet was created from a Federal Reserve Board data textfile
downloaded May 2002.

•

IP.ALS - Mnemonic Alias File created May 2002. Only identifies the first
60 series in the worksheet file.

You must also be using MODLER version 10.4, Build 84 or later. This version of
MODLER was first made available 7 June 2002. Note also—particularly if you have
downloaded the zipped file containing this example—that included in this zipped file
may be, in addition, a file named README.TXT or README.PDF; these files
essentially contain, in plain text and Adobe PDF format, an earlier version of the text that
you are now reading.

Characteristics of the XLS and ALS Files
The file IPHIST.XLS was created simply by loading into a Excel worksheet a
standard space-delimited textfile that is obtained from the US Federal Reserve Board Of
Governors website. When you open such a textfile in Excel, if you load it into a blank
worksheet, Excel will usually automatically format it, putting all the data in appropriate
columns. However, you will generally need to identify the input file as a delimited file
and specify that spaces are to be used as delimiters. As always, whenever there are
series descriptions containing blanks, even when they are enclosed in quotes, you will
need to be careful to make sure that Excel puts things in their proper column, but by and
large the process is straightforward.
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If you view IPHIST.XLS on your computer, you will see that this file, like that
considered in Chapter 3, contains FRB text descriptions or proprietary codes in the first
column of the worksheet, followed in most rows by a column of dates that we can ignore
for present purposes, at least as regards reading these values into MODLER. The Third
column (column C) contains the observations for the first month of each year’s data. The
14th column (Column N) contains December’s data for each year. The most extensive
years are from 1919 to 1985, although certain series cover only a few years in the 1980s.
Considered by row, the defining characteristic of this file is that the number of
observation rows per series vary widely, with the longest data series contained in sets of
68 rows. These series sets are configured such that row 1 is a brief industry description of
the series; as will be demonstrated, this description can be captured, as well as the
observations. Otherwise, if x is the number of rows for a given series the column
characteristics of Rows 2 through x are as described in the previous paragraph. These
column characteristics are consistent throughout the worksheet file, but the degree of
variation in the number of observation rows per series is so great and so particular to the
individual series that it would be rather tedious to deal with this file by batching groups
of series with common row characteristics.
Another characteristic of this file is that it contains quite a number of series within its
total of 6818 rows. The particular problem this property of the file poses is that of
constructing the Alias file containing the series mnemonics, as well as collecting the
documentary information about each series. In the present context, the Alias file,
IP.ALS, is a given, but if you were starting from scratch you would need to construct this
file first. The Documentation Tool Chest mentioned at the end of the last chapter can be
utilized for this purpose. The process of constructing the Alias file and documenting the
series is an important part of the creation of any large scale data base. This is a topic
that we have shoved to the side in earlier chapters, in favor of considering just the process
of importing data series, given various configurations of an Excel worksheet.
Done manually, the construction of the Alias file will usually involve slowly
scrolling through the worksheet file, noting the series represented and recording in
Wordpad or some other notes editor the names you wish to give each series in turn. The
fact that the series in IPHIST.XLS vary in the number of rows of observations increases
the tedium of this job, as a manual exercise, inasmuch as it is not possible to simply jump
a set number of rows from series to series. With this type of file, you need to go row by
row making sure that each and every series is accounted for. In addition, there is also
the general problem that as the number of series increases in a MODLER data file, once
the series have been imported, the more important it becomes to have each series
properly documented. Thus, associated with the construction of the Alias file is a
potentially significant series documentation problem.
It is useful to begin thinking about this documentation problem. However, for the
time being, this is not an immediate problem. In the present context, because the Alias
file is provided, for the moment, it is only necessary to note the characteristics of this file:
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as before, the Alias file is itself a plain text file, containing no control characters other
than carriage return-line feed characters. There are 60 series names in IP.ALS,
accounting for only the first 60 series in IPHIST.XLS and only 1894 rows. We will
address the Alias file construction and associated documentation problem later.

Making An Import
In order to execute this example, do the following. First, start MODLER. Then set
the observation frequency to Monthly and the global dates to 194701-200212, as shown
in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Setting Frequency and Date Range

Then click on the menu item Data and then Import Data From Spreadsheet, as
shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Selecting "Import Spreadsheet Data"
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After making these selections, you should immediately see the form entitled
Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility - Multi-Series, as shown in Figure 29; this form
when you first see it will be superimposed on the MODLER screen, but it is displayed
here on its own in order to make its details more obvious.

Figure 29. Multi-Series Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

As you Look at this form, note the first text box (presently containing
C:\USMODS\*.XLS). The worksheet file name, including the full path specification,
should be inserted here; you can use the Browse button to assist in selecting it. The
second text box, as indicated, is used if the worksheet file is password protected, but
normally this textbox is left blank. The framespace labeled Worksheet Specifications is
used to specify the worksheet cells containing the series observations and provide other
pertinent information about the characteristics of the worksheet and format of the data to
be imported. The framespace labeled Destination Specifications is used to set the date
range within which the imported data are to be stored in MODLER and provide access
other information related to the characteristics and placement of the data once imported.
The Dates Freq button within this framespace is used to set the import data frequency
and the global date range. The Copy Observations button is used to instigate the data
import, once the worksheet and other import characteristics have been specified. The
Help button provides context-specific help.
As in the last Chapter, at this point, you can do one of two things. The first is to click
the button marked EXCEL, having before that blanked the text in the textbox at the top
entitled Worksheet. But it is probably best to begin by clicking on the textbox entitled
Worksheet, putting the name IPHIST.XLS there, prefixed by its full path. If you do not
know where it is, use the Browse button to find it. At this point, once you have
doubleclicked on this filename in the browse form, thus copying it to the textbox, you can
click the button marked EXCEL. When EXCEL loads, so should the worksheet
IPHIST.XLS, providing the result shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. IPHIST.XLS and Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

As in previous examples, the primary question now is how to fill in the Spreadsheet
Data Retrieval form in order to import the data from this worksheet. Inasmuch as the
essential issue currently is how to import data from a worksheet containing multiple
series of varying numbers of observations, it is most pertinent to focus initially on this
aspect. In the Worksheet Specifications framespace, look first at the Orientation
specification, which by default is set to Row. Leave it set to Row and note the textbox
just below, entitled Rows Per Series, and which contains the value 1. Change this value
to 68. When you press enter, you will see that 2 new textboxes appear, the first of which
contains the value 68 and the second 0. Put 1 into the second, and the first will change to
67.
From earlier discussion, we know that the greatest number of observation rows for
any series in IPHIST.XLS is 68. Thus the choices just made together specify that the
longest series is located in a set of 68 rows, 67 of which are observations, and 1 of which
is an “Extra” row. What is generally important, when you are confronted by variable
observation rows, is first to make sure that the longest series (in terms of number of rows
of observations) is accounted for. Or, to phrase this computationally, so that once
MODLER finds any given series, it will need to search over at most that number of rows
to find all the pertinent data on that series. We have also specified that each series begins
with a single “extra” row, which does not contain any observations, whatever other
documentation it may contain.
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Incidentally, in the general case, the number of “extra” rows can be any number, so
long as the sum of the extra rows and the number of observation rows of the longest
series sums to the value inserted in the Rows Per Series textbox and so long as the
number of extra rows is the same for every series. Remember also that even in the case
of variable observation rows, you can import a spreadsheet file in groups of series (that
is, sets of rows), in order to maintain the consistency of these numbers for each group of
series imported.
If the number of extra rows varies, batching may be a way of
organizing the worksheet into sections in which the extra rows are constant within each
of these.
Next, put the value 999 into the text box labeled Data Rows. This value is simply a
code number and will not actually displace the value 67 that should be in this text box.
When you put the value 999 into this text box and press the Enter key, you should see a
new section appear, entitled Variable Record Option. At the same time, the value 67 will
reappear in the Data Rows textbox, as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form: Variable Record Option

Note that the Variable Record Option section contains a further 3 text boxes and an
x-box. The first text box is labeled Criterion Column., and by default contains a value of
1. Put the value 2 in this text box. The reason to do this is that the second column of
IPHIST.XLS contains dates, at least for the observation rows. Furthermore, these dates
range from 1919 (for some series) to 1985 (for all series). Put the value 1947 in the First
Criterion Value textbox, which obviously will be evaluated as a date—whatever you put
here will be evaluated as a date. Next, put into the Last Criterion Value textbox the
number 1985. This is a critical number, for the reason that as MODLER reads through
the IPHIST.XLS file, whenever it encounters a row with the date 1985 in the second
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column, this will signify that the row after that refers to the next series. If you put any
number other than 1985 in this textbox the data import is almost certain to contain errors,
if not fail catastrophically.
We now need to specify the Alias file to use. First, remove the x from the box
entitled Mnemonics Included. There are no series mnemonics in the spreadsheet file
and you obviously indicate this by removing the x from this box. Now put an x in the
next box, entitled Alias File. As you do this, you should see an extra line appear at the
bottom of the form, containing a text box to be used for the name of the Alias file
(IP.ALS); you can press the browse button to find it, if it is not in the directory specified
originally in this textbox. Once its name appears in the textbox, you can view this file by
pressing the button to the right, labeled View Alias File. If you press this button, you
will see that the file contains a list of series names, as discussed earlier.
You will also have seen, as you clicked the Alias File x-box, two new sections of the
form appear: namely, Other Options and Documentation Tool Chest. For the moment,
we will ignore these. They have been mentioned in earlier chapters, so that if you are
following the Examples in order, you will be generally familiar with the purpose of each.
You also might have noticed that as the Alias File x-box was x-ed, the x-box option to
view “Other Options” disappeared. In this case, this x-box disappears because of space
considerations as regards the layout of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form. As we have
seen, this form expands and contracts, depending upon the choices made.

Figure 32. Spreadsheet Data Form: All Options Displayed

Consider next the Destination Specifications choices. What might be best is to begin
by pressing the small button marked Dates Freq, which will permit you to set the
frequency and the dates, to Monthly and 194701 to 198512 respectively. The choice of
194701 is arbitrary, and could have as easily been, for example, 195401. However,
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198512 is determined by the characteristic of IPHIST.XLS, namely that every pertinent
series in the file ends in 1985 (that is, the first 60 series that span the first 1894 rows).
Next, in the Worksheet Specifications section, fill in the First Cell with R1C3 and
the Last Cell with R1098C14. R1 refers to the first row of the spreadsheet file and
R1098 row number 1098. C3 refers to the third column and C14 the 14th column. Note
that by making these choices, you have specified a data rectangle containing all the
observations on 60 series. The left most column of the spreadsheet contains proprietary
FRB codes, which we will ignore. However, the first column of the initial row for each
series contains a description. All values in the Worksheet Specifications section refer to
the entire worksheet.
You can, if you wish, also fill in the Other Options section. Ignore the Divide
observations by textbox, unless you wish to change the scale of the Industrial Production
index observations; in fact, you do not. If you wish to capture the text in row 1 of each
series, put the value R1 into the text box entitled Series Descriptions in. You could in
fact put R1C1, but the C1 is understood and so is not necessary. Note in any case that
the R1 here refers to the first row of each of the series, not the first row of the
spreadsheet. Every series has a Row 1 and that row of IPHIST.XLS contains descriptive
text. You can, if you wish, put into the Description Prefix textbox the text “Industrial
Production Index,” including the comma as shown. You might also put FRB into the
Source Code text box and INDX into the Units Code text box. As discussed in more
detail in Chapter 1, which describes the import of series with one row of observations per
series, such information can be used to document series, but only when the particular
series is first created. For existing series, this documentation is ignored. Further
information about such documentation issues can also be found by pressing the Help
button, as well as in the Other Options section of this chapter, below.
The Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form should now look similar to the form shown in
Figure 33, particularly if you have filled in the Other Options section, as suggested.

Figure 33. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form: Completed
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At this point, you can press the Destination Specifications button marked Copy
Observations. If you are using the Memory File to locate the data series, you may next
see a form entitled Memory File Details; if so, click its OK button. Once you have
pressed this OK button, if necessary, you should observe that a progress bar appears,
which shows you the progress of the data import. This process is a little slower to
complete than in the earlier examples, inasmuch as MODLER now needs to check every
row and make a decision whether or not to import the data it contains. Nevertheless,
when the first 60 series are imported, this progress bar will complete and you should then
see an icon appear to the left of the OK button on the main Spreadsheet Data Retrieval
form, just next to the Other Options framespace.
If you click on this icon you should immediately see the contents of the generated
file SSIMPORT.SPL, which is the import spreadsheet spoolfile: it details the import
operation. A portion of this file is shown in Figure 34. A similar icon will also appear on
the icon bar of the Central Control screen, indicating that you will be able to look at this
spoolfile later, if you wish. But be warned that this file's contents always reflect the last
set of data imported from a spreadsheet. You will need to save it between imports if you
wish to preserve its contents permanently. If you originally left the Worksheet Filename
textbox blank, you should also now see a worksheet filename there with the fully path
specified name of the XLS file.

Figure 34. Spreadsheet Import Spoolfile
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The Spoolfile display, presented in Figure 34, provides several levels of information,
albeit briefly and in places cryptically. The notation that a Series has been “fully
defined” refers to the fact that documentation has been generated for the series, as we will
see. The series name and the new dates of observation availability for each series is
given following the words “MemoryFile Series Updated,” which also indicates that the
data have been imported into the Memory File in the present example. The fourth line
for each series refers of course to the Worksheet file XPHIST.XLS and specifies which
lines of this worksheet have been read in order to import the data for that series.
“Lines/Cols” refers to the fact that in general data imports can involve Lines (that is,
rows) or Columns, but we know that here we have been importing rows of observations.
Finally, if you click the OK button of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form, Excel
should disappear and you should be back in MODLER, but with either an updated
Memory File or data bank that contains series observations from the Excel file
IPSA02.XLS. Be careful not to change other parts of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval
form, after importing data series, and then pressing the OK button, unless you make these
changes consistently and carefully. MODLER is designed to allow you to press the
Copy Observations button many different times, grabbing data from various parts of a
spreadsheet and then, at the end, press OK to exit. However, if you make changes after
the final data import, you could leave the form in an unstable state. So please pay
attention. This potential for error is also the reason why you are well advised to back up
all data banks and other permanent files before beginning an import session.
If you subsequently view the standard or full doc index for data series imported, you
will see that some of these have been imported for the entire period 1947 to 1985; these
are the series that begin in 1947 or earlier. Other series will be shorter, with a few series
containing data only during the 1980s. A portion of a standard index is shown in Figure
35.

Figure 35. Memory File Index after Data Import
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As you look at the index displayed, note that for each of the series display there is
documentation that includes a series description, source, and units, among other
information.
The description for each series was created during the import by
concatenating the information in the Other Options prefix textbox with that in the first
series row for each series. The source and units information was obtained from the
specification of the source and units codes in the Other Options framespace.

Other Options
The Other Options facility was described earlier in this chapter. This section simply
amplifies that discussion. The first option, "Divide Observations by.." allows you to
establish a divisor (say 1000) which will scale the data imported when necessary. For
example, in the case of US GDP, you may prefer to state the observations in Billions of
Dollars, rather than the Millions of dollars they are stated in by BEA. In the case of the
IP observations, this sort of change may make less sense, given usual conventions, but
even here, you can scale the data if you wish. It is possible of course that IP or other
index data you import could be scaled unconventionally, so that this option might in fact
be used to re-scale.
The "Global Settings" refer to the documentation for the series imported, but is
relevant only when the series are newly created. Existing series in banks that you add
observations to (or revise current observations of) will not be affected by any
documentation settings you make.
However, when you introduce a new series, you can state (using Series Description
in) the row and column from which the series description should be copied. This should
be stated as RxCy, where x is the row number and y the column number. Simliarly, if
you provide a SOURCE Code and/or a UNITS Code, this will be applied to each newly
created series. The Source code can consist of as many as 8 characters. The units code
can consist of as many as 4 characters. The FTC and DIS codes in turn determine how
the series will be transformed whenever automatic frequency transformations are made.

Documentation Tool Chest
You will have observed a section of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form entitled
Documentation Tool Chest, but there has so far been no discussion of this section of the
form in this Chapter, although it was briefly mentioned previously. This facility can be
used to generate a file containing documentation extracted from the current spreadsheet
file. In general, this documentation can be descriptive information on the individual
series, or even series mnemonics (assuming that the worksheet file contains these). In
the simplest case, do the following: In the Other Options section, specify that the series
descriptions are in R1, the initial row of each group of observations referring to a
particular data series. Then in the Document Tool Chest section, specify that the first cell
is R1C1 (First Row, first Column) and the last cell is R6818C1 (Row 6818, Column 1).
Leave Doc Rows as 1. Make sure also that the Variable Record Option settings
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specify that the Criterion Column is 2, the First Criterion Value is 1947 and the Last
Criterion Value is 1985.
Then press the button labeled Build DocList. You should then see a progress bar
appear. When this bar disappears, press the button labeled Show DocList. You should
now see a file displayed that is named DocList.SPL and is a listing of the series
descriptions in the Spreadsheet file. If the description prefix and suffix textboxes were
blank when you pressed Build DocList, this listing should contain the descriptions
exactly as they are in the spreadsheet file. If these textboxes contain text, the listing will
include this text.
At minimum, this documentation listing provides a guide to the data series contained
in the spreadsheet file. This example already includes an Alias File, but if it did not you
could print this listing as a guide to help you create such a file. For additional
information about the Documentation Tool Chest, press the Help button on the
Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility form.

Implications of Error Messages
When things go wrong, the error messages you receive are based upon what has gone
wrong in the past. In certain cases of course it is possible to foresee the types of errors
that may be made and to guard against them, or at least provide revealing error messages.
However, in most cases, it is only after some time that the types of errors likely to be
made are fully understood. Therefore, to the extent that you have problems and do not
receive helpful error messages, please report these problems, ideally sending with your
report a copy of the spreadsheet and related files that you used.
At present, the error messages you receive are likely, in at least some instances, to be
merely indicative of symptoms. For example, you may receive an error message to the
effect that the “Maximum Number of Observations Limit Exceeded”, which will also
identify itself as a Date Range error. Such an error can occur for several reasons: one is
that you may have misspecified the criterion values column, thus leading to essentially
nonsense values being put into the dates criteria, which can cause MODLER to attempt to
read more observation values than it can hold, leading to the cited error message.
Another possibility, if this error message appears, is that you may have misstated one (or
both) the criterion dates values. Yet another possibility is that the spreadsheet file itself
is mis-configured, at least according to the MODLER import rules described above.
Particularly when the number of observation rows vary from series to series, the import
process becomes very sensitive to everything working just right.
A further source of difficulty is if your Alias file contains fewer mnemonics than the
number of series in the spreadsheet file. For obvious reasons, in this case the import
process can grind to a halt. Sometimes, MODLER will be able to tell you gracefully
what has gone wrong. At other times, it may simply issue an error message to the effect
that “ is not a legal series name” or words to that effect.
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A similar type of problem can occur if the spreadsheet file does not contain
mnemonic series names, but you omit to deselect the “mnemonics included” x-box.
MODLER will then attempt to read the series names from what may be an arbitrary set of
spreadsheet cells. If the contents of these cells can be marginally construed as proper
series names, the program will attempt to import the observations that appear to be
associated with these pseudo names. However, in such circumstances, at some point the
import process is likely to crash. In contrast, if the contents of these cells is not so
interpreted, then you are likely to see an error message indicating that “ ___ is not a
legal series name.”
You also need to be aware that Excel inherently has some unfortunate design
characteristics. One is that it attempts to hold in memory all the data contained in any
given open spreadsheet file. But if the file is large and your RAM is not sufficient to
hold all the data, it uses a hard disk swap file as a backup cache. The result can be an
import process that progressively slows down, becoming very slow ultimately. When the
rate of progress slows down to a barely perceived crawl, you will need to make a
judgment whether Excel is still working (it is possible for it effectively to fall asleep).
At such times, you should be careful not to prod the wrong form: if you click on the
MODLER Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, this click can have the effect of indicating
to Windows that it should give control to this form just when Excel is performing some
operation. Windows then responds by telling you essentially that the other program
(Excel) needs control, but simultaneously giving control to the MODLER form while it is
sitting and waiting for input from Excel: the net result is that the system can at this point
freeze solid. Generally, if you wish to click on a form, you should click on the Excel
worksheet, which can result in spurring it to greater action, rather than on the MODLER
form, which spends most of the time waiting for Excel to provide observations. In
general, MODLER can process data much faster than Excel can provide it.
In addition, when working with Excel, as much as possible you should permit
MODLER to execute and close Excel, rather than attempting these operations
independently. If you independently attempt to close Excel when it is linked to another
program (such as MODLER itself, among other programs), Excel will often not actually
terminate, but simply disappear from the screen. If you then use the Ctrl-Alt-Del key
combination to view the list of running programs Excel will appear in the list.
The existence of this problem is documented in several Microsoft Press books, but
Microsoft does not appear to have stated publicly how to avoid it, although you can use
the Ctrl-Alt-Del key combination to finally close the program. If Excel is in its hiddenfrom-view state, and is executed, it will usually open with its worksheet space
transparent. When Excel displays itself in this way, it may still be possible to import
data into MODLER from a given (unseen) worksheet file, but Excel’s operation can
become unreliable.
If you run some tests, you will also discover that if MODLER, Excel and Word are
operating simultaneously, the import process will be noticeably slower than if just
MODLER and Excel are operating. With 9.x versions of Windows, this problem
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appears to be unrelated to the amount of RAM a machine contains, being evident even
when it contains as much as 512 Mb or more of RAM.
As requested earlier, please report strange errors and do not hesitate to send us copies
of spreadsheet files that you have difficulty importing.
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Chapter 5
Multiple Series Multiple Observation Rows
Preliminaries
This chapter provides an example of how to import data from Excel in the case that
there are multiple and Varying Observation Rows Per Data Series. This is a more
complex example than any considered in Chapters 1-3, basically because, whenever the
observation rows vary from one data series to the next, MODLER must be told how to
recognize the beginning and ending rows of each individual series observations. As
background, before reading this chapter, you may find it helpful to have already worked
through the examples in Chapters 3 and 4. The discussion in this chapter assumes
familiarity with those examples.
The present example adds a further level of complexity to the example in Chapter 4,
inasmuch as the discussion here is more specifically designed to assist you in the process
of creating Alias files and generally in setting up for the import to MODLER of data from
complex spreadsheet files, rather than simply working through a particular example,
given a particular Alias file, which is essentially what was done in that chapter. The
discussion in the present chapter can be viewed as being an amplification of the
discussion in Chapter 4.
In order to work through this chapter’s example, you will need to have on your computer
the following files:
•

IPHIST.XLS - Excel Worksheet Containing US Industrial Production Index
Data for the period 191901-198512 and interior years, Monthly Data. This
Worksheet was created from a Federal Reserve Board data textfile downloaded
May 2002.

•

IP.ALS - Mnemonic Alias File created June 2002. Only identifies the first 60
series in the Worksheet File.

You must also be using MODLER version 10.4, Build 88 or later for the following
description to be fully applicable. This version of MODLER became available 17 June
2002. Note also—particularly if you have downloaded the zipped file containing this
example—that included in this zipped file may be, in addition, a file named
README.TXT or README.PDF; these files essentially contain, in plain text and
Adobe PDF format, an earlier version of the text that you are now reading, albeit a much
earlier version.
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Characteristics of the XLS and Alias Files
The file IPHIST.XLS was created simply by loading into a Excel worksheet a
standard space-delimited textfile that is obtained from the US Federal Reserve Board Of
Governors website. When you open such a textfile in Excel, if you load it into a blank
worksheet, Excel will usually automatically format it with all the data in appropriate
columns. However, you will generally need to identify the input file as a delimited file
and specify that spaces are to be used as delimiters. As always, whenever there are
series descriptions containing blanks, even when they are enclosed in quotes, you will
need to be careful to make sure that Excel puts things in their proper column, but by and
large the process is straightforward.
If you view IPHIST.XLS on your computer, you will see that this file, like that
considered in Chapter 3, contains FRB text descriptions or proprietary codes in the first
column of the worksheet, followed in most rows by a column of dates that we can ignore
for present purposes, at least as regards reading these values into MODLER. The Third
column (column C) contains the observations for the first month of each year’s data. The
14th column (Column N) contains December’s data for each year. The most extensive
years are from 1919 to 1985, although certain series cover only a few years in the 1980s.
Considered by row, the defining characteristic of this file is that the number of
observation rows per series vary widely, with the longest data series contained in sets of
68 rows. These series sets are configured such that row 1 is a brief industry description of
the series; as will be demonstrated, this description can be captured, as well as the
observations. Otherwise, if x is the number of rows for a given series the column
characteristics of Rows 2 through x are as described in the previous paragraph. These
column characteristics are consistent throughout the worksheet file, but the degree of
variation in the number of observation rows per series is so great and so particular to the
individual series that it would be rather tedious to deal with this file by batching groups
of series with common row characteristics.
Another characteristic of this file is that it contains quite a number of series within its
total of 6818 rows. The particular problem this property of the file poses is that of
constructing the Alias file containing the series mnemonics, as well as collecting the
documentary information about each series. In the present context, the Alias file,
IP.ALS, is a given, but if you were starting from scratch you would need to construct this
file first. The Documentation Tool Chest mentioned at the end of the last chapter can be
utilized for this purpose. The process of constructing the Alias file and documenting the
series is an important part of the creation of any large scale data base. This is a topic
that we have shoved to the side in earlier chapters, in favor of considering just the process
of importing data series, given various configurations of an Excel worksheet.
Done manually, the construction of the Alias file will usually involve slowly
scrolling through the worksheet file, noting the series represented and recording in
Wordpad or some other notes editor the names you wish to give each series in turn. The
fact that the series in IPHIST.XLS vary in the number of rows of observations increases
the tedium of this job, as a manual exercise, inasmuch as it is not possible to simply jump
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a set number of rows from series to series. With this type of file, you need to go row by
row making sure that each and every series is accounted for. In addition, there is also
the general problem that as the number of series increases in a MODLER data file, once
the series have been imported, the more important it becomes to have each series
properly documented. Thus, associated with the construction of the Alias file is a
potentially significant series documentation problem. We will consider this further in
this chapter, during the process of working through the example.

Setting Up to Make a Data Import
As noted earlier, the focus of this Chapter is more the process of setting up to make a
data import than the process of importing itself. However, these activities are connected,
so that the major difference you will note, comparing this chapter to the last, is that,
although the discussion will begin in a familiar way, at a certain point other, new aspects
of the data import process will be considered.
In order to execute this chapter’s example, do the following. First, start MODLER.
Next, set the observation frequency to Monthly and the global dates to 194701-200212,
as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 36. Setting Global Frequency and Dates.

An aspect of this frequency and dates setting process that has not previously been
considered in this guide is the distinction between the base frequency and the frequency
of observation of the imported data. In particular, if you are importing data into a
Memory File, the frequency you set initially can be established as the base frequency by
the simple expedient of initializing (or creating) the Memory File prior to the data import.
Choose File and then click on New, as shown in Figure 37. You will then be given a
chance to initialize (or create) a new Memory File, using the form shown in Figure 38. It
is a general MODLER convention that data included in a particular Memory File or data
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bank should always be either the base frequency or a lower frequency (less frequent per
year). For a given date range, higher frequency data takes up more room in a data file
than lower frequency data.

Figure 37. Initializing the Memory File

Note that once you select Memory File, as done in the form in Figure 38, you can
choose the maximum date range for it, as well as the Base Data Frequency. Once you
have made this choice, and clicked the OK button, the Memory File will be initialized.

Figure 38. Initialization of Memory File

Data of the same or a lower frequency can then be imported and saved in the
Memory File. If you do not initialize the Memory File, the frequency of the imported
data will automatically become the Memory File base frequency if the importation causes
the Memory File to be created automatically, as occurred in previous chapters of this
guide. In fact, in the case of this particular example, since the data to be imported are
monthly frequency, the initialization step is redundant if you choose Monthly as the
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base. However, in other cases, you may wish to import annual or quarterly data, in
which case prior initialization might be advisable.
Having established the global frequency and date range, next click on the menu
item Data and then Import Data From Spreadsheet, as illustrated in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Begin Data Import

Once you have clicked, the form entitled Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Facility - MultiSeries, shown in Figure 40, should immediately appear.

Figure 40. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

Begin by clicking on the textbox entitled Worksheet. Put the worksheet name there,
prefixed by its full path; if you do not know where IPHIST.XLS is, use the Browse
button to find it. At this point, once you have selected this filename, click the button
marked EXCEL. When EXCEL loads so should the worksheet IPHIST.XLS. Figure 41
displays the worksheet, with the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form “floating” on top of it.
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Figure 41. Worksheet and Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

As in previous examples, the primary question now is how to fill in the Spreadsheet
Data Retrieval form in order to import the data from this worksheet.
One of the
characteristics of the worksheet displayed in Figure 41 is the absence of series
mnemonics. Inasmuch as MODLER uses series names, or mnemonics, in most
commands, this absence implies the need to create names for each of the imported series
and to attach them to the observations as these are imported. As is obvious from the
discussion in earlier chapters, the most straightforward way to make this connection is via
the use of an Alias file, which is essentially a list of such names, ordered in the same
sequence as the series appear in the worksheet. Forget for the moment that we actually
have such a file, and consider instead how it might be created.
The manual method of creating an Alias file was briefly described earlier in this
chapter. However, MODLER provides a method of creating the Alias file in a much
less tedious way, using the information provided in the present worksheet file,
IPHIST.XLS. To begin, first remove the x from the box entitled Mnemonics Included.
Now put an x in the next box, entitled Alias File. As you do this, you should see an extra
line appear at the bottom of the form, as before, containing a text box to be used for the
name of the Alias file. Next, go to the textbox just above the Mnemonics Included xbox, which is entitled Rows Per Series, and contains the value 1. Change this value to
68. When you press enter, you will see that 2 new textboxes appear, the first of which
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contains the value 68 and the second 0. Put 1 into the second, and the first will change to
67.
From earlier discussion, we know that the greatest number of observation rows for
any series in IPHIST.XLS is 68. Thus the choices just made together specify that the
longest series is located in a set of 68 rows, 67 of which are observations, and 1 of which
is an “Extra” row. What is generally important, when you are confronted by variable
observation rows, is first to make sure that the longest series (in terms of number of rows
of observations) is accounted for. Or, to phrase this computationally, to make sure that
once MODLER finds any given series, it will need to search over at most that number of
rows to find all the pertinent data on that series. We have also specified that each series
begins with a single “extra” row, which does not contain any observations, whatever
other documentation it may contain.
The effect of the choices we have made so far on the configuration of the
Spreadsheet Retrieval form is shown in Figure 42. Note that as you specified the
existence of an “extra row” in the series form, the framespace labeled Documentation
Tool Chest appeared. This framespace contains textboxes labeled the same as two of the
textboxes in Worksheet Specifications, but also contains a text box labeled Doc Rows,
that contains the value 1. This text box refers to the number of rows specifically
containing series documentation, which in the present case is 1. Such “Documentation
Rows” are contained within the “extra rows.”

Figure 42. Spreadhseet Data Retrieval Form: Document Tool Chest

Within the Documentation Tool Chest framespace, put R1 into the First Cell textbox
and R1098 into the Last Cell textbox. Also put an x into the Include Ref Nbrs x-box.
Finally, in the Other Options framespace, put R1 into the textbox entitled Series
Descriptions in. Then press the Build DocList button in the Documentation Tool Chest
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framespace. Finally press the Show DocList button. The result is displayed in Figure
43.

Figure 43. Incomplete DocList

The document list shown in Figure 43 is labeled incomplete because it is incorrect as
a documentation list of the first 60 series contained in IPHIST.XLS. Note that the
numbers in parentheses refer to the line number in the worksheet that the following
“documentation” is retrieved from. In certain cases, what has been retrieved is certainly
documentation, but in other cases, we have captured the FRB proprietary code for
particular series.
Note that the line numbers shown increase by 68 each time.
MODLER has actually done exactly what we told it to: to capture the contents of the first
cell of every 68th row, beginning with the first.
What we failed to do is to tell
MODLER that the series vary from series to series in their number of observation rows.
To correct this human error, first exit from the Text and Data File editor display,
without saving the file. Then put the value 999 into the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form
text box labeled Data Rows. Recall that this value is simply a code number and will not
actually displace the value 67 in this text box. When you put the value 999 into this text
box and press the Enter key, you should see a new section appear, entitled Variable
Record Option. At the same time, the value 67 will reappear in the Data Rows textbox,
as shown in Figure 44.
The Variable Record Option section contains a further 3 text boxes and an x-box.
The first text box is labeled Criterion Column., and by default contains a value of 1. Put
the value 2 in this text box. The reason to do this is that the second column of
IPHIST.XLS contains dates, at least for the observation rows. Furthermore, these dates
range from 1919 (for some series) to 1985 (for all series). Put the value 1947 in the First
Criterion Value textbox, which obviously will be evaluated as a date—whatever you put
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here will be evaluated as a date. Next, put into the Last Criterion Value textbox the
number 1985. This is a critical number, for the reason that as MODLER reads through
the IPHIST.XLS file, whenever it encounters a row with the date 1985 in the second
column, this will signify that the row after that refers to the next series. If you put any
number other than 1985 in this textbox the resulting document list will not be what it
should be.

Figure 44. Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form: Configured to Create DocList

Once again, press the Build DocList button in the Documentation Tool Chest
framespace. Finally press the Show DocList button. The result is displayed in Figure
45 and is this time a complete document list.
Of course, this document list does not directly provide us with an Alias file.
However, it does two things in particular. First, it provides us with a complete list of the
documentation on each of the first 60 series—only 60 because we told MODLER to only
go to line 1098, not to the end of the file. Second, because the Reference Numbers are
displayed, we have information now on the length of each of the series; that is, the row
numbers marking the end of one series and the beginning of the next. And because
MODLER’s inbuilt Text and Data File editor permits it, we can also name and preserve
the final document list. Armed with this list, it is relatively easy to construct the Alias
file of mnemonics corresponding to it. This is of course how IP.ALS was created.
The ability to create a meaningful document list is obviously fundamentally
dependent upon the characteristics of the worksheet file you use. A worksheet file
containing only cryptic codes and series observations is not likely to generate a
particularly useful document file. The less effort that data sources make to provide
useable information about the data they make available, the more ingenuity is required on
the part of those trying to use these data.
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Figure 45. Correct Document List

Making a Data Import
In order to import the series data, we now need to make use of the Alias file, either
obtained or created. In the present case, we can enter the name IP.ALS into the Alias
Filename textbox, as before, including also any necessary path specification. Once its
name appears in the textbox, this file can of course be displayed, by pressing the button
to the right, labeled View Alias File.
Figure 46 displays the current Spreadsheet Retrieval Form, including all entries
made so far. Much of the information needed in order to import data from IPHIST.XLS
is now included in this form. However, there are still several critical entries that are still
blank. Of these, consider first the Destination Specifications choices. Assume that we
wish to import all the available data for the pertinent series within the date range from
1947 to the end of 1985. What might be best is to begin by pressing the small button
marked Dates Freq, which will permit the import frequency to be set to Monthly and the
date range to 194701 to 198512. The choice of 194701 is arbitrary, and could have as
easily been, for example, 195401 or any other date between 1919 and 1984, say.
However, 198512 is determined by the characteristic of IPHIST.XLS, namely that every
pertinent series in the file ends in 1985. Because this is the date that identifies the last
row of each series observations, it has a significance beyond being a data for which
observations are available.
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Figure 46. Almost Completed Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

Next, in the Worksheet Specifications section, fill in the First Cell with R1C3 and
the Last Cell with R1098C14. R1 refers to the first row of the spreadsheet file and
R1098 row number 1098. C3 refers to the third column and C14 the 14th column. Note
that by making these choices, you have specified a data rectangle containing all the
observations on 60 series. The left most column of the spreadsheet contains proprietary
FRB codes, which we will ignore. However, the first column of the initial row for each
series contains a description. All values in the Worksheet Specifications section refer to
the entire worksheet.
It is useful also fill in the Other Options section, inasmuch as MODLER becomes
easier to use the more easily accessible are the data series in the Memory File and data
banks. Ignore the Divide observations by textbox, unless you wish to change the scale
of the Industrial Production index observations; in fact, you do not. If you wish to
capture the text in row 1 of each series, make sure the value R1 is located in the text box
entitled Series Descriptions in. You could in fact put R1C1, but the C1 is understood
and so is not necessary. Note in any case that the R1 here refers to the first row of each
of the series, not the first row of the spreadsheet. Every series has a Row 1 and that row
of IPHIST.XLS contains descriptive text.
You can, if you wish, put into the Description Prefix textbox the text “Industrial
Production Index,” including the comma as shown. You might also put FRB into the
Source Code text box and INDX into the Units Code text box. As discussed in more
detail in Chapter 1, which describes the import of series with one row of observations per
series, such information can be used to document series, but only when the particular
series is first created. For existing series, this documentation is ignored. Further
information about such documentation issues can also be found by pressing the Help
button, as well as in the Other Options section of this chapter, below.
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The Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form should now look similar to the form shown in
Figure 47, particularly if you have filled in the Other Options section, as suggested.
button.

Figure 47. Completed Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form

At this point, you can press the Destination Specifications button marked Copy
Observations. If you are using the Memory File to locate the data series, you may next
see a form entitled Memory File Details; if so, click its OK button. Once you have
pressed this OK button, if necessary, you should observe that a progress bar appears,
which shows you the progress of the data import. This process is a little slower to
complete than in the earlier examples, inasmuch as MODLER now needs to check every
row and make a decision whether or not to import the data it contains. Nevertheless,
when the first 60 series are imported, this progress bar will complete and you should then
see an icon appear to the left of the OK button on the main Spreadsheet Data Retrieval
form, just next to the Other Options framespace.
If you click on this icon you should immediately see the contents of the generated
file SSIMPORT.SPL, which is the import spreadsheet spoolfile: it details the import
operation. A portion of this file is shown in Figure 48. A similar icon will also appear on
the icon bar of the Central Control screen, indicating that you will be able to look at this
spoolfile later, if you wish. But be warned that this file's contents always reflect the last
set of data imported from a spreadsheet. You will need to save it between imports if you
wish to preserve its contents permanently. If you originally left the Worksheet Filename
textbox blank, you should also now see a worksheet filename there with the fully path
specified name of the XLS file.
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Figure 48. Spreadsheet Import Spoolfile

The Spoolfile display, presented in Figure 48, provides several levels of information,
albeit briefly and in places cryptically. The notation that a Series has been “fully
defined” refers to the fact that documentation has been generated for the series, as we will
see. The series name and the new dates of observation availability for each series is
given following the words “MemoryFile Series Updated,” which also indicates that the
data have been imported into the Memory File in the present example. The fourth line
for each series refers of course to the Worksheet file XPHIST.XLS and specifies which
lines of this worksheet have been read in order to import the data for that series.
“Lines/Cols” refers to the fact that in general data imports can involve Lines (that is,
rows) or Columns, but we know that here we have been importing rows of observations.
Finally, if you click the OK button of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval form, Excel
should disappear and you should be back in MODLER, but with either an updated
Memory File or data bank that contains series observations from the Excel file
IPSA02.XLS. Be careful not to change other parts of the Spreadsheet Data Retrieval
form, after importing data series, and then pressing the OK button, unless you make these
changes consistently and carefully. MODLER is designed to allow you to press the
Copy Observations button many different times, grabbing data from various parts of a
spreadsheet and then, at the end, press OK to exit. However, if you make changes after
the final data import, you could leave the form in an unstable state. So please pay
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attention. This potential for error is also the reason why you are well advised to back up
all data banks and other permanent files before beginning an import session.
If you subsequently view the standard or full doc index for data series imported, you
will see that some of these have been imported for the entire period 1947 to 1985; these
are the series that begin in 1947 or earlier. Other series will be shorter, with a few series
containing data only during the 1980s. A portion of a FullDoc (fully documented) index
is shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49.

Full Doc Memory File Index

As you look at the index displayed, note that for each of the series displayed the
documentation includes a series description, source, and units, among other information,
plus the data the series was last “extended”, which in the case of a just created series is
the creation date. The description for each series was of course generated during the
import by concatenating the information in the Other Options prefix textbox with that in
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the first series row for each series. The source and units information was obtained from
the specification of the source and units codes in the Other Options framespace.

Implications of Error Messages
When things go wrong, the error messages you receive are based upon what has gone
wrong in the past. In certain cases of course it is possible to foresee the types of errors
that may be made and to guard against them, or at least provide revealing error messages.
However, in most cases, it is only after some time that the types of errors likely to be
made are fully understood. Therefore, to the extent that you have problems and do not
receive helpful error messages, please report these problems, ideally sending with your
report a copy of the spreadsheet and related files that you used.
At present, the error messages you receive are likely, in at least some instances, to be
merely indicative of symptoms. For example, you may receive an error message to the
effect that the “Maximum Number of Observations Limit Exceeded”, which will also
identify itself as a Date Range error. Such an error can occur for several reasons: one is
that you may have misspecified the criterion values column, thus leading to essentially
nonsense values being put into the dates criteria, which can cause MODLER to attempt to
read more observation values than it can hold, leading to the cited error message.
Another possibility, if this error message appears, is that you may have misstated one (or
both) the criterion dates values. Yet another possibility is that the spreadsheet file itself
is mis-configured, at least according to the MODLER import rules described above.
Particularly when the number of observation rows vary from series to series, the import
process becomes very sensitive to everything working just right.
A further source of difficulty is if your Alias file contains fewer mnemonics than the
number of series in the spreadsheet file. For obvious reasons, in this case the import
process can grind to a halt. Sometimes, MODLER will be able to tell you gracefully
what has gone wrong. At other times, it may simply issue an error message to the effect
that “ is not a legal series name” or words to that effect.
A similar type of problem can occur if the spreadsheet file does not contain
mnemonic series names, but you omit to deselect the “mnemonics included” x-box.
MODLER will then attempt to read the series names from what may be an arbitrary set of
spreadsheet cells. If the contents of these cells can be marginally construed as proper
series names, the program will attempt to import the observations that appear to be
associated with these pseudo names. However, in such circumstances, at some point the
import process is likely to crash. In contrast, if the contents of these cells is not so
interpreted, then you are likely to see an error message indicating that “ ___ is not a
legal series name.”
You also need to be aware that Excel inherently has some unfortunate design
characteristics. One is that it attempts to hold in memory all the data contained in any
given open spreadsheet file. But if the file is large and your RAM is not sufficient to
hold all the data, it uses a hard disk swap file as a backup cache. The result can be an
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import process that progressively slows down, becoming very slow ultimately. When the
rate of progress slows down to a barely perceived crawl, you will need to make a
judgment whether Excel is still working (it is possible for it effectively to fall asleep).
At such times, you should be careful not to prod the wrong form: if you click on the
MODLER Spreadsheet Data Retrieval Form, this click can have the effect of indicating
to Windows that it should give control to this form just when Excel is performing some
operation. Windows then responds by telling you essentially that the other program
(Excel) needs control, but simultaneously giving control to the MODLER form while it is
sitting and waiting for input from Excel: the net result is that the system can at this point
freeze solid. Generally, if you wish to click on a form, you should click on the Excel
worksheet, which can result in spurring it to greater action, rather than on the MODLER
form, which spends most of the time waiting for Excel to provide observations. In
general, MODLER can process data much faster than Excel can provide it.
In addition, when working with Excel, as much as possible you should permit
MODLER to execute and close Excel, rather than attempting these operations
independently. If you independently attempt to close Excel when it is linked to another
program (such as MODLER itself, among other programs), Excel will often not actually
terminate, but simply disappear from the screen. If you then use the Ctrl-Alt-Del key
combination to view the list of running programs Excel will appear in the list.
The existence of this problem is documented in several Microsoft Press books, but
Microsoft does not appear to have stated publicly how to avoid it, although you can use
the Ctrl-Alt-Del key combination to finally close the program. If Excel is in its hiddenfrom-view state, and is executed, it will usually open with its worksheet space
transparent. When Excel displays itself in this way, it may still be possible to import
data into MODLER from a given (unseen) worksheet file, but Excel’s operation can
become unreliable.
If you run some tests, you will also discover that if MODLER, Excel and Word are
operating simultaneously, the import process will be noticeably slower than if just
MODLER and Excel are operating. With 9.x versions of Windows, this problem
appears to be unrelated to the amount of RAM a machine contains, being evident even
when it contains as much as 512 Mb or more of RAM.
As requested earlier, please report strange errors and do not hesitate to send us copies
of spreadsheet files that you have difficulty importing.

